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Adobe Photoshop Elements 8 for PhotographersFocal Press, 2009

	If you're new to Elements and need a complete overview of each feature and function, you'll find exactly what you're looking for here: step-by-step instructions covering every aspect of Elements, accompanied by helpful screenshots and colorful images. If you're a more experienced user, you'll find Philip's signature...
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Practical Color Management: Eddie Tapp on Digital PhotographyO'Reilly, 2006
The second book in this acclaimed series from noted photographer and digital imaging expert Eddie Tapp delves into color management, a topic that has needlessly become a mystery to experienced digital photographers, whether they're avid amateurs, serious students, or working professionals. With his easygoing yet authoritative...
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Microsoft Office Live For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Automate common tasks like managing projects, customers, and documents
   The fun and easy way to share your data online and grow your business   

   Want to make Office Live work for you? Now you can get up and running quickly in all the basics with this nuts-and-bolts guide. From creating a Web site...
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Technology-Supported Environments for Personalized Learning: Methods and Case Studies (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009
Responding to the specific needs of each student, personalized learning has the potential to refocus education on the individual rather than the institution. Technology-Supported Environments for Personalized Learning: Methods and Case Studies explores the metaphor of anytime and anywhere individual education as well as the idea of...
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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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Building Performance Dashboards and Balanced Scorecards with SQL Server Reporting ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Discover how to maintain and update balanced scorecards and performance dashboards with SQL Server Reporting Services


	Complementing the bestselling Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with Microsoft Excel (9780470386811), this indispensable book shows you how to create maintainable and dynamically updated...
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Architectural Design of Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Techniques (Premier Reference Series)IGI Global, 2007
Multi-agent systems (MAS) have emerged as a new methodology to address the issues in organizing large-scale software systems. This methodology provides a conceptual model that helps maintaining constraints, a task conventional software engineering is unable to achieve. In recent years, MAS has been used in various areas in computer science and...
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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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ASP .NET Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
This is an introductory book on creating ASP.NET Web applications using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. The focus of this book is the Visual Studio .NET development environment. You will learn how to take full advantage of the features of the Visual Studio .NET development environment to quickly develop professional Web...
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Macromedia Flash MX Fast & Easy Web DevelopmentPremier Press, 2002
Don't spend your time wading through manuals to learn Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. Spend it doing what you do best-creating Web pages! Design, develop, and deliver Web pages like a pro. Integrate graphics, animations, or documents into your Web pages with ease. Combining easy-to-understand instructions with visual examples, Macromedia Dreamweaver MX...
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iMovie 3 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
So, you wanna be in pictures? Home-movie Hitchcock wannabes have a simple and exciting desktop video-editing tool: Apple’s iMovie 3. iMovie 3 is the perfect tool for turning those long, boring home videos into interesting, polished productions that your family and friends will enjoy. Let’s face it, without video-editing software to...
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Handbook on Advancements in Smart Antenna Technologies for Wireless Networks (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
The dramatic growth of the wireless communication industry has resulted in searches for new technologies to provide broader bandwidth per user channel, better quality, and new value-added services. Employing smart antennas presents an elegant and relatively economical way to improve the performance of wireless transmission.
The Handbook...
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